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By George E. Gaus, cotton technologist, Cotton Branch, Production and
Marketing Admin istration

PKESENT METHODS of marking cotton bales seldom provide
permanency of identification of the cotton from gin to mill.

Throughout the marketing process, a bale of cotton normally bears
individual identification marks. Actually, the identification consists

of a series of tags or markings placed on the bale by successive han-
dlers or storers as their own means of identification while the bales

of cotton are in their custody.
Beginning at the gin, a bale frequently is identified by use of a

paper tag wired to the head of the bale. After it leaves the gin, a

new tag usually is attached to the bale at each place of storage. As a

bale moves through marketing channels and new tags are added, the

old tags frequently become damaged or torn from the bale or are re-

moved purposely.
Identifying information is also frequently inscribed or stenciled

on the covering of bales with marking ink. The origin of bales

seldom is shown by this method, its chief use being for indicating

shipping marks or bale weights and numbers. Regardless of the

completeness of data, however, ink markings on bale coverings pro-

vide no permanent identification under present commercial practices

of sampling, patching, and handling cotton bales. Furthermore,
ink stains in the cotton that result from such markings are highly
objectionable to many cotton manufacturers.

At some gins, a bale is identified by a metal marker attached to a

bale tie. Such a marker, however, is separated from the bale at the

time of compression, when the original ties are stripped off and shorter

ties are substituted because of the reduced girth of the bale.

NEED FOR IMPROVED BALE IDENTIFICATION

Present inadequate methods of bale identification 'contribute to the

risks in marketing cotton. These added risks include (1) the diffi-

culty of tracing the origin of falsely or irregularly packed bales, (2)

the uncertainty of correctly establishing the true identity of bales

*A more complete account of development and tests of permanent identifica-

tion tags is contained in an earlier publication : Wright, J. W. and Gaus, G. E.,

PERMANENT IDENTIFICATION OF COTTON BALES, U. S. Dept. Agr., BAE, 28 pp., July
1937. (Processed.)

Issued March 1948.
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that lose tags during normal handling, and (3) the difficulty of identi-

fying individual bales in any lot damaged by fire, immersion, or
collision.

The most undesirable feature of the methods of bale identification

now in common use is that spinners generally are unable to obtain
bales of definitely known origin, variety, or year of growth. During
recent years farmers have been planting the bulk of the cotton crop
to a relatively few improved varieties. In many instances, commu-
nities or much larger areas have standardized on one improved va-
riety. Current laboratory methods for testing cotton-fiber properties
have proved that certain varieties consistently produce fibers of highly
desirable strength, fineness, and uniformity.
Such tests are now being used widely as an added aid to commercial

classification by breeders, cotton merchants, and spinners to provide
information on quality to supplement that on grade and staple. Spin-
ners have found that certain varieties best fulfill requirements for
specific kinds of cotton goods, but, because of the shortcomings of
present methods of bale identification, spinners frequently cannot
either readily locate the cotton desired or be assured that they are ob-

taining the growth or variety of cotton specified.

Under these circumstances, farmers who have planted large blocks
of one-variety cotton through group action have not had the demand
for their cotton, in terms of variety and location, that they anticipated.

Unless this situation is remedied, a gradual return to the former gen-
eral haphazard practice of selecting planting seed is a distinct pos-
sibility. The effective wide-scale marketing of cotton under a brand
name or a variety and place-of-growth designation, together with
other needed improvements in marketing, are dependent largely on
the safeguarding of individual-bale identification.

METHOD FOR IMPROVING BALE IDENTIFICATION

Trustworthy identification of individual cotton bales and their con-
tents can be accomplished readily at the gin. Identification at the gin
should establish definitely and under all circumstances such informa-
tion as the bale serial number, location of gin, and year of growth. In
some instances, if proper safeguards were adopted, the bales could be
identified by variety. The identification shown on a durable tag,

anchored in the cotton while the bale is being formed, will assure the
integrity and preservation of such information from gin to cotton
mill.

An effective way to mark cotton bales permanently at the gin is to

use a sheet-steel tag loosely attached to one end of a steel-wire anchor
inserted in the ginned lint before the bale is pressed and tied. The tag.

suspended from the wire anchor embedded in the cotton, is exposed on
the head of the completed bale and bears the desired bale-identification

information. The all-metal marker is corrosion- and fire-resistant.

In structural features it combines the advantages of the paper tags
customarily used for marking cotton bales with the additional ad-
vantages of durability, permanency, and safe preservation of initial

bale identification.

A metal tag, designed to provide permanency of identification of
cotton bales, has been developed and tested at the U. S. Cotton Ginning
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Figure 1.—Permanent identification tag visible in head of completed gin bale.
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Figure 2.—Details of structure of permanent identification tag for cotton bales.



Laboratory, Stonevillfe, ]\Ii>-. (See upper illustration, cover pag .

This type of tag in-tailed in a gin bale is accessible and easy to examine
during all handling operation- (fig. 1). The relative position of the

metal tag in the bale is not altered during compression to standard
or greater density. < See lower illustration, rover page.
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This all-metal bale-tag assembly, weighing 4 ounce-. sts of an
inscribed tag. 1% by o 1

_> inches, made of \-J. gage
I
approximately 7

,; 4
-

inch) weather-resistant sheet steel linked to an 11 -gage i approximately
b^-inch) galvanized-steel anchoring wire 28 inches in length * riir. '1

)

.

When installed in the gin bale, the tag anchoring wire extend- through
the cotton ^li^htly more than one-half the length of the bale.
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Figube 3.—Gin-bale identification-tag injector: A. Side view of injector carrying
identification tag: />. top view of injector carrying identification tag; G, method
of Loading injector with identification tag.

INSTALLING TAG IN GIN BALE

Installation of the identification tag in the cotton during ginning
is accomplished with a simple tag-injector device (fig. 3). The steps

in the process of installation are a- follow-:

1. After the bale is partly ginned, the tag anchoring wire is thrust

full length into the ginned lint, by means of the injector, through a

-mall door in an endgate of the pic— box
I
tig. 4 i

.

'2. The tag is raised from the handle of the injector and held against

the surface of the cotton while the injector is withdrawn from the

1
1] ess box, leaving the tag in place (fig. :.

|

.

3. The door is closed and the baling process is completed in the

usual manner.
4. After the bale i> tied out. the tag i> passed through the bagging

on the head of the bale.



Figure 4.—Installing bale-identification tag in cotton through door in gin press,

with tag injector.
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Figure 5.—Bale-identification tag installed in partly ginned bale. Door is

closed and ginning process is then completed, embedding tag anchoring wire
in baled cotton.



SUITABILITY OF TAG FOR COTTON-TRADE REQUIREMENTS

During the process of compressing a bale to greater density, care

is needed to keep the tag exposed during the sewing or tying of the

loose head bagging.
To facilitate normal marketing practices, the free end of the metal

tag is provided with an opening for attachment of warehouse or ship-

ping tags, or of variety or brand designations.

In the mill opening room, the tag assembly can be removed readily,

along with the bagging and ties, when the bale is opened for mixing.
Adoption of this tag, however, depends upon large-scale or belt-wide

use. If mills received only an occasional bale containing such a tag,

the presence of the tag and anchor wire might be overlooked and
damage done to mill machinery.
Information imprinted on a metal tag of this type is clearly legible

after sustained exposure to fire. The fire-resistant property of such
steel tags is confirmed by the condition of a tag recovered from the

debris of a structural-steel and sheet-metal gin and storage building
after its destruction by fire (fig. 6)

.

If complete protection against the hazard of fire is not a major
requirement, vulcanized fiber sheet (a processed material frequently
used for hotel-key tags) can be used for the tag instead of sheet steel.

Tests of the sheet-fiber and steel anchoring-wire tag assembly have
proved that this bale-identification tag is satisfactory in all other re-

spects. The fiber tag costs somewhat less than the steel tag.

*f?E'

Figure 6.—Bale-identification tag salvaged from debris of fire whicli destroyed
inn and storage building. Photograph is about three-fourths size of tag.

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office
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